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How did you get into ultimate fighting? 
My cousin started a school in Houston (Team Tooke) after living in Brazil and
competing down there. I thought it sounded like fun, so when he came back I
decided I’d give it a try. I started out just doing Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, which I
quickly learned was unlike anything I’d ever done and very difficult. Once I
began to compete, all I wanted to do was improve and win. I started winning
grappling competitions and then got into boxing and kickboxing once I was
back in Austin. While in Austin, I was helping guys train who were actually
getting ready for fights and that was the turning point. I knew I wanted to
have at least one fight before joining the workforce, so when I graduated I
did. Now I’m 10 fights down the road with 10 wins. 

What’s a typical workout like for you?
Workouts vary drastically both throughout the week as well as throughout an
eight-week fight camp. A hard day would consist of about an hour and a half
of strength and conditioning. Then we move on to either grappling or striking.
That’s another couple hours of either live submission wrestling, drilling tech-
niques both striking and on the ground, or a combination of both. We usually

top the day off with sparring for an hour. This is where it all comes together
and you’re trying to mimic the fight with training partners trying to punch,
kick and submit you as best they can. Overall, it’s exhausting.

What’s next for you professionally?
Long term, I’d like to make a mark in the sport both as a competitor and
coach (which is something I do at Team Tooke). The great part about doing
well in this sport is the other avenues that could potentially open up. I’m
always keeping an eye out as to how to parlay fighting success elsewhere
once I’ve decided to hang up the gloves.

If some stranger challenged you to a fight in the street, what 
would you do?
Well, how big a boy is he? No, in all seriousness, that’s never been a prob-
lem before. All we do every day is fight, so that’s the last thing I’m looking to
do outside of the gym. Not only that, but the legal and professional conse-
quences of a street fight far outweigh the satisfaction I might get from putting
it on some jabroni.

THE BROOKESMITH RESIDENT IS BOARD-CERTIFIED IN PERSONAL
INJURY TRIAL LAW AND MAINTAINS A PRACTICE IN A CONVERTED ELE-
MENTARY SCHOOL ON CANAL ST. HE’S ALSO ONE OF THE FUNNIEST
PEOPLE I KNOW. 

What’s your favorite place in Houston to hang out and why?
I am a self-proclaimed connoisseur of local outdoor icehouse/dive bars…
of which Houston has aplenty. I like the edge, diversity, character and 
characters associated with such places.

What’s a typical day like in the life of Andrew Seerden?
Outside of work, most days involve some parts of running/exercise, read-
ing, grocery store (I go almost every day) and cooking, tending to my 
garden and hanging out with my fiancée, Jillian, and two labs, Hank and
Scout. It’s pretty simple…and I wouldn’t have it any other way.

What other career would you pursue if you had the opportunity?
First, I’m really happy with what I do and wouldn’t change a thing.
However, if “opportunity” included talent, I’d love to have the talent to be a
musician. Cooking is also one of my favorite things to do and it would be
fun to work in that capacity somehow someday.  Finally, I love animals,
plants and the outdoors in general.  So… a guitar playing chef/
dog-whisperer/farmer?    

I understand you’ve recently taken up worm farming. 
The worm farm is basically a way to create great compost and 
recycle organic waste.  
Here’s a link: www.naturesfootprintinc.com/worm-factory.

Jacket and shirt,
John Varvatos;
cardigan,
Zanerobe; scarf,
Tallia; all available
at Rye 51.

Self-described dog-whisperer, farmer and lawyer 

ANDREW SEERDEN 

Mixed Martial Arts FighterANDREW CRAIG
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ROBERT HORRY IS TURNING HIS FAMILY’S LOSS INTO HOPE FOR OTHERS.
HIS DAUGHTER ASHLYN, BORN WITH A RARE GENETIC DISORDER, DIED
IN JUNE AT THE AGE OF 17. HORRY HAS LISTED HIS HOUSTON-AREA
HOUSE FOR SALE, WITH THE PROCEEDS BENEFITING THE ASHLYN
HORRY FOUNDATION (WWW.ASHLYNHORRYFOUNDATION.ORG),
WHICH WILL BENEFIT PROGRAMS AT TEXAS CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL.

Where did the idea of the house sale come from?
Our family wanted to continue the programs of the Ashlyn Horry
Foundation, named for my daughter. The Foundation helps parents by
providing information about this genetic disease. It’s a place where
they can share their stories and realize they are not alone. Nobody’s
situation is identical, but they are relatable.

And the Foundation will also be granting money to Texas Children’s?
Yes, we’ve been involved with Texas Children’s Hospital for a long
time. When I was looking around at some of the other families there,
there are many who don’t have insurance, who are facing massive
bills and financial pressure. We want to give them some relief. It’s
hard enough to go through a child's illness without the added stress of
worrying about money.

Shirt, vest & jacket,
John Varvatos; AG jeans;
all available at Rye 51.

Custom suit and shirt, Robert’s own.
Accessories, Neiman Marcus.

ANDREW SEERDEN ROBERT HORRY
NBA champ and former Rocket (and Laker and Spur)
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What motivates you to get involved with public
life/politics?

I have long embraced the saying that “knowledge ultimate-
ly calls for a life of service.” As a 2005-06 Rotary
Ambassadorial Scholar to The Netherlands, I learned the
true unbridled joy that comes form serving others. As the
City of Bellaire’s youngest councilman, I am blessed to get
to represent the community that raised me. Getting into
politics was an extension of the service I came to love from
founding the Rotary Club of Houston Skyline, and an
opportunity to be the change in the tone in politics that I
wanted to see.

You have accomplished a lot at a young age. What’s
your long-term goal?
To leave a legacy of having used my education, leadership
abilities and professional success to open up opportunities
for and strengthen the lives of those around me. I plan to
continue relentlessly pursuing what I am passionate about
to profoundly impact the community without compromis-
ing my integrity.  

The best part about living in Houston is.....
The hearts of Houston’s community leaders
to improve the lives of those around
them sets Houston apart. Having lived in other areas of
the US and the world, I understand how wonderful it is to
be surrounded by so many important people that are dedi-
cated to lives of purpose and service above themselves.

What do you do with your free time?
I spend the majority of my non-legal and non-political life
involved with Rotary Skyline and other non-profits putting
together community projects, and serving as chair/hosts
for charity events. I love to spend time at my
parents’ Lake Travis house water skiing and relaxing with
friends.

City Councilman, City of Bellaire
Associate Attorney, Pagel, Davis & Hill, P.C.

Jacket, Tessilgrosso; shirt, Rye
51; Hudson jeans; accessories,
Rye 51; all available at Rye 51.

CORBETT PARKER
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